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Abstract

The studies of biological, disease, and pharmacological networks are facilitated by the systems-level
investigations using computational tools. In particular, the network descriptors developed in other disciplines
have found increasing applications in the study of the protein, gene regulatory, metabolic, disease, and
drug-targeted networks. Facilities are provided by the public web servers for computing network descriptors,
but many descriptors are not covered, including those used or useful for biological studies. We upgraded the
PROFEAT web server http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/main.cgi for computing up to 329 network
descriptors and protein–protein interaction descriptors. PROFEAT network descriptors comprehensively
describe the topological and connectivity characteristics of unweighted (uniform binding constants and
molecular levels), edge-weighted (varying binding constants), node-weighted (varying molecular levels),
edge-node-weighted (varying binding constants and molecular levels), and directed (oriented processes)
networks. The usefulness of the network descriptors is illustrated by the literature-reported studies of
the biological networks derived from the genome, interactome, transcriptome, metabolome, and diseasome
profiles.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The investigations of biological [1–3], disease [4–7]
and pharmacological [8–11] processes are facilitated
by the study of the relevant protein, gene regulatory,
metabolic, and drug-targeted networks. In particular,
network descriptors, initially developed for describing
the architectures of communication networks, have
er Ltd. All rights reserved.
recently been applied for studying biological networks
[7,12]. For instance, the neighborhood connectivity
has been applied for measuring the specificity and
stability of the protein networks [13]. The clustering
coefficient has been used for analyzing the organiza-
tional properties of the human protein network [14].
Moreover, some network descriptors have not yet
been used but are potentially useful for the analysis
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of biological networks. For instance, the topological
robustness measurement for the social networks [15]
is potentially useful for describing the robustness
or the alternative signaling capability of biological
networks.
Useful facilities have been provided by a number of

publicly accessible tools for computing network de-
scriptors. TheseareCytoscape [16], NAViGaTOR [17],
Gephi [18], VANESA [19], Pajek [20], SpectralNET
[21], PINA [22], Hubba [23], GraphWeb [24], tYNA [25]
and VisANT [26] for calculating 3–23 network descrip-
tors. Moreover, users with programming expertisemay
use NetworkX [27], igraph [28] and QuACN [29] for
computing no more than 100 network descriptors.
Nonetheless, many literature-reported network prop-
erties are not covered in these tools (Table 1), some
of which are useful for biological studies. For instance,
the weighted clustering coefficient has been utilized
to predict the gene modules in gene co-expression
network [30,31], the interconnectivity has been applied
to prioritize the disease-associated genes [32,33],
and the PageRank centrality from Google search has
been used for analyzing metabolic networks and gene
regulatory networks [34,35].
To cater the need for computing a more compre-

hensive set of network descriptors, we added a new
network descriptor module in PROFEAT‡, previous-
ly introduced [36] and updated [37] as a web server
for computing the structural and physicochemical
descriptors of proteins and protein pairs. The
new module provides 177 descriptors (31 node
level, 145 network level, and 1 edge level) for an
undirected unweighted network (unoriented network
with uniform binding constants andmolecular levels),
317 descriptors (85 node level, 227 network level,
and 5 edge level) for an undirected edge-weighted
network (unoriented network with varying binding
constants and uniform molecular levels), 189 de-
scriptors (39 node level, 149 network level, and 1
edge level) for an undirected node-weighted network
(unoriented network with uniform binding constants
and varying molecular levels), 329 descriptors
(93 node level, 231 network level, and 5 edge level)
for an undirected edge-node-weighted network
(unoriented network with varying binding constants
and varying molecular levels), and 23 descriptors
(11 node level and 12 network level) for a directed
unweighted network (oriented process with uniform
binding constants and molecular levels; Table 2).
Apart from the full set of network descriptors, a
subgroup of the network descriptors, which have been
extensively used in studying biological networks
[13,14] or applied for probing specific biological or
therapeutic questions [38], were selected into a slim
set of network descriptors. The typical interpretations
and biological implications of the network descriptors
in the slim set are summarized in Table 3.
Although the network descriptors outside the slim

set have been less frequently or are not yet used in



Table 2. The numbers of the network descriptors (both the full set and the slim set) for different network types computed by
PROFEAT, and the biological representations of each network type

Network type Biological representations Full set of network
descriptors

Slim set of network
descriptors

Node
level

Network
level

Edge
level

Total Node
level

Network
level

Edge
level

Total

Undirected unweighted
network

unoriented network with uniform binding
constants and uniform molecular levels

31 145 1 177 19 28 1 48

Undirected edge-weighted
network

unoriented network with varying binding
constants and uniform molecular levels

85 227 5 317 41 44 5 90

Undirected node-weighted
network

unoriented network with uniform binding
constants and varying molecular levels

39 149 1 189 23 28 1 52

Undirected edgenode-Weighted
Network

unoriented network with varying binding
constants and varying molecular levels

93 231 5 329 45 44 5 94

Directed unweighted network oriented network with uniform binding
constants and uniform molecular levels

11 12 0 23 5 11 0 16
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the study of biological networks, some of them might
be possibly useful in describing certain biological
network properties not covered by the slim set. In
particular, the machine learning method [39,40] and
the newly emerged, more advanced deep learning
[41] method, which have been used or are starting
to be used in biological studies, may be potentially
used to classify biological networks in a similar
manner as the machine learning classification of
protein sequences [39] and to select the marker
network descriptors of specific biological processes
or populations like the machine learning biomarker
selection from the patient gene expression data [40].
These machine learning or deep learning methods
typically conduct classifications and marker selec-
tions from a large pool of descriptors [39–41], and
the noise brought by the high number of descriptors
is reduced by means of the established feature
selection methods [40]. Given their possible useful-
ness in biological networks studies and the avail-
ability of the methods for using them and for noise
reduction, these network descriptors were computed
by the PROFEAT to facilitate the relevant studies.
Results

PROFEAT network module structure and access

The PROFEAT procedures for computing the
network descriptors are outlined in Supplementary
Fig. S1, the network descriptor indices at node/
network/edge-level are listed in Table S1–S3, the
typical applications of network descriptors in sys-
tems biology are summarized in Table S4, the input
and output formats/examples of different network
types are provided in Table S6–S11, and the detailed
descriptor algorithms are given in Supplementary
Section F. ThePROFEAT network descriptor module
consists of five data input fields, each for computing
one of the five network types (undirected unweighted,
undirected edge-weighted, undirected node-weighted,
undirected edge-node-weighted, and directed un-
weighted networks). Given an input network file, the
network descriptors could be computed by uploading
the network file in a particular input field and selecting
the full set or the slim set of network descriptors,
followed by clicking the “Submit” button at the bottom
of the input fields. The output file for each inputted
network is stored at such URL “http://bidd2.nus.edu.
sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/network/profeat-result.
cgi?uid=net-x”, where the numerical “x” is a unique
network id for each individual job. For a smaller-sized
network input, the output will be immediately dis-
played on the result window. For a larger-sized
network input, users could access the URL later to
retrieve their results.
The input network file adapts two formats, simple

interaction file (SIF) and nested network (NET), both
extensively used for storing biological interaction
and network data in databases such as Pathway
Commons [42] and in softwares such as Cytoscape
[16] Pajek [20]. The SIF format has two interacting
nodes (in the first and third columns) in each line and
their relationship in the second column,with anoptional
edge weight in the fourth column. The NET format has
three sections, where vertices list all the nodes, edges
list all the undirected links between two vertices
separated by a white space, and arcs list all the
directed links separated by a white space. The output
file in a tab-delimited text file format is composed
of (1) the header section with each row starting with “!”,
followed by the network name, total number of
networks, nodes, and edges respectively, (2) the
node-level descriptors section with each column
showing the descriptor index, name, and value for
each node in the network (the node label is provided in
the first row), and (3) the network-level descriptors
sectionwith each column showing the descriptor index,
name, and value.SupplementarySectionD is provided
for case studies with all types of sample inputs/outputs.
For computing the network descriptors, the follow-

ing information is required: an undirected unweighted

http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/network/profeat-result.cgi?uid=net-x
http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/network/profeat-result.cgi?uid=net-x
http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/network/profeat-result.cgi?uid=net-x


Table 3. Typical interpretations and biological implications of the slim set of network descriptors

Network Descriptor Level Typical interpretation and biological implication

Connectivity/adjacency-based properties
Degree Node Number of interacting partners
Number of selfloops Node Number of homodimers formed by two identical molecules
Number of triangles Node Number of the smallest unit of molecular interaction clusters
Clustering coefficient Node Tendency of each molecule to form groups in the network
Neighborhood connectivity Node Indicate if a molecule is near the high-degree hubs of the network
Topological coefficient Node Extent of a molecule in sharing its partners in the network
Interconnectivity Node How close of a molecule is connected with its neighbors, reflecting the alternative

signaling capacity
Bridging coefficient Node How well the molecule is linked between high-degree hubs
Degree centrality Node Prioritize the molecules by their number of interactions
Number of nodes and edges Network Number of molecules and interactions in the biological network
Number of selfloops Network Total number of homodimers formed in the network
Maximum/minimum connectivity Network The highest/lowest number of interactions for a molecule
Average number of neighbors Network The average number of interactions for all molecules
Network density Network Efficiency of the information transmitting in the biological network
Average clustering coefficient Network Overall tendency of all molecules to form groups in the network
Transitivity Network Another measure of tendency of forming groups in the network
Heterogeneity Network Reflect the tendency of a biological network to have molecular hubs
Degree centralization Network Indicate the biological network is highly connected or decentralized

Shortest path length-based properties
Average shortest path length Node A measure of signal transmission distances or reaction steps from one molecule

to all other molecules in the network
Eccentricity Node Identify the peripheral or marginal molecules in the network
Radiality Node Another indicator for peripheral molecules in the network
Closeness centrality Node A measure of how fast the signaling information or reaction spreads from one

molecule to all other molecules
Eccentricity centrality Node A similar measure as closeness centrality
Load centrality Node The extent of a molecule involved in efficient signal transmission
Betweenness centrality Node The importance of a molecule to offer efficient alternative signaling
Bridging centrality Node A measure of how much information flowing through the molecule
Network diameter Network The longest signal transmission or reaction distance in the network
Network radius Network The shortest signal transmission or reaction distance in the network
Characteristic path length Network The average signal transmission or reaction distance in the network
Average eccentricity Network The overall peripherality of all molecules in the network
Global efficiency Network The efficiency of information exchange, signaling transmission, or chemical

reaction across the biological network

Topological indices
Hierarchy Network Index for power-law distribution of molecular interactions
Robustness Network Stability of a biological network for studying diseases and variations
Wiener index, BalabanJ index,

Randic connectivity index
Network Well-known topological properties for molecular characterization

Eigenvector-based complexity indices
Eigenvector centrality Node The iteratively converged importance of a molecule by considering the importance

of its interaction partners
Page rank centrality Node The iteratively converged importance of a molecule by considering the importance

of its interaction partners and its number of partners
Graph energy, Laplacian energy Network Well-known eigenvalue-derived properties in mathematical chemistry

Entropy-based complexity indices
Info content on degree equality Network Entropy of probability distribution of the molecular interactions
Radial centric information index Network Entropy of probability distribution of the peripheral molecules
Bonchev information index Network Entropy of probability distribution of the efficient signaling transmission distances

Edge-weighted properties
Strength Node Indicate if a molecule having strong interactions with its partners
Assortativity Node Indicate if a molecule having strong interactions with its partners and also near the

high-degree hubs in the network
Edge-weighted interconnectivity Node A complexity measure of how close and how strong a molecule is interacting with

its partners
Edge-weighted transitivity Network A measure of tendency of forming groups in the weighted network
Edge weight Edge Interaction kinetic constants, binding affinity, correlation coefficient between molecular

levels, interaction confidence score, etc.
Edge betweenness Edge Prioritize the important interactions in the biological network, and facilitate the

identification of key modules or clusters

(continued on next page)
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Table 3. (continued)

Network Descriptor Level Typical interpretation and biological implication

Node-weighted properties
Node weight Node Molecular level, expression level, expression fold change, etc.
Node-weighted neighborhood score Node Identify the regions with high molecular abundance if the node weight is molecular

level, or the regions with high differentially expressed genes if the node weight is
gene expression fold change.

Directed properties
In-degree Node The number of molecules that control or regulate a specific molecule
Out-degree Node The number of molecules that are controlled or regulated by a specific molecule
Directed local clustering coefficient Node Tendency of each molecule to form circulated groups in the network
In-degree (avg, max, min) Network The average/highest/lowest number of molecules that control or regulate other

molecules in the network
Out-degree (avg, max, min) Network The average/highest/lowest number of molecules that are controlled or regulated by

other molecules in the network
Directed global clustering coefficient Network Overall tendency of all molecules to form circulated groups in the network
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network only needs the binary interactions. To com-
pute an undirected edge-weighted network, we need
the edge weight, which could be kinetic constant,
binding affinity, gene co-expression level, interaction
confidence level, or other measurements of the
strength of the interacting nodes. Note that the edge
length is inversely related to edge weight, as the
higher edge weight is typically representing the
stronger interaction or the closer relation [43], such
that the weighted-distance descriptors are calculated
based on the reciprocal of edge weights. The
undirected node-weighted network requires an addi-
tional node-weighted file, where the node label should
be correctly matched to the network file, and the
node weight could represent the gene expression
level, protein/metabolite level, etc. The undirected
edge-node-weighted network requires both the edge-
weighted network file and the node-weighted file
together for the computation. For all weighted
networks, the weight normalization is carried out,
such that weighted features will be calculated based
on both the original and the normalized weight. Lastly,
for a directed unweighted network, the SIF format
defines the earlier node points to the latter one, and
the NET format lists the directed links in the arc
section. Additionally, if there are multiple discon-
nected networks included in a single input, PROFEAT
enables the automatic detection of each connected
network, ranks them by size, and computes the
network descriptors for each one, respectively.
Discussion

Applicationsof thenetworkdescriptors in studying
biological networks derived from the genome,
interactome, transcriptome, metabolome, and
diseasome profiles

The usefulness of the network descriptors in charac-
terizing the connectivity, organizational, robustness,
and stability properties of the biological networks is
illustrated in the cases of literature-reported studies
of the biological networks built from the genome
(e.g., genetic interaction network established by
the genome-wide analysis of functionally cooperative
double mutants [44]), interactome (e.g., the protein–
protein interactions [13], and drug–target interactions
[45]), transcriptome (e.g., gene co-expression net-
work based on the exhaustive pairwise profile simi-
larity comparison [46], and gene regulatory network
derived from the regulatory interactions between
transcription factors and target genes [47]), metabo-
lome (e.g., metabolomics correlation network con-
structed based on significant correlations among
metabolite levels [48]), and diseasome (e.g., the
human disease gene network generated from the
OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man)-based
disorder–disease gene associations [9]) profiles,
respectively.
A yeast genetic interaction network of ~4000

cooperative gene pairs among ~1000 genes has
been constructed by the systematic analysis of
functionally cooperative double mutants, which has
been subsequently analyzed by using the network
descriptor degree (the number of mutant genes
cooperative with a mutant gene) to show that the
network follows a power-law degree distribution
containing many genes with few interactions and a
few genes with many interactions, and these few
genes are more important for fitness than the less
connected genes [49]. In another study of the yeast
protein–protein interaction network of 4549 physical
interactions among 3278 proteins, based on the
analysis of the network descriptor degree (the
number of proteins interacting with a protein), it has
been found that the links between high degree
proteins are systematically suppressed, whereas
those between a high and a low degree protein
are favored, which decreases the likelihood of
crosstalk between different functional modules of
the cell and increases the overall robustness of a
network [13].
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Drug–target networks have been constructed,
such that a node represents a drug and that two
nodes are connected if they share a common target
[45]. In the analysis of a drug–target network derived
by docking 1000 FDA-approved drugs to 2500
protein pockets of the human genome [45], three
network descriptors degree (the number of drugs
sharing the same target with a drug), betweenness
(the number of times a drug serves as a linking
bridge along the shortest path between two drugs)
and a clustering coefficient (the tendency of a drug to
form clusters with other drugs in the network) have
been used for the comparative analysis of this
network with respect to a compound–protein net-
work derived by docking 1592 compounds from the
NCI diversity set to 1918 protein pockets, which
showed that the drug–target network has a signifi-
cantly lower degree, comparable betweenness, and
slightly lower clustering coefficient, suggesting that
the drugs share less number of targets and are more
loosely connected than the NCI active compounds.
In particular, anticancer drugs are among the drugs
with the highest degree and betweenness, and most
anticancer compounds are also the most selective
compounds in the network.
Based on the exhaustive pairwise gene expression

profile similarity comparisons, a yeast gene
co-expression network has been constructed and
analyzed by using two network descriptors, degree
(the number of genes co-expressed with a gene)
and clustering coefficient (the level of the clustering of
co-expressed genes) [46]. The analysis has indicated
that the network follows a clear power-law degree
distribution not correlated with the mean expression
levels, and the average clustering coefficient of the
network is several orders of magnitude greater than
that predicted by a pure scale-free growth model,
indicative of an underlying hierarchical organization of
modularity in the network. The degree descriptor has
also been used to derive a co-expressed protein–
protein interaction degree and measure as a robust
predictor of protein evolutionary rate irrespective of
experimental method [50].
In another study [47], the gene regulatory network

of the yeast has been constructed from 7074
regulatory interactions between 142 transcription
factors and 3420 target genes (interactions can be
between transcription factors and non-transcription
factor targets or between two transcription factors).
The global topological properties of that network
have been studied by using four network descrip-
tors in-degree (the number of transcription factors
regulating a target), out-degree (the number of target
genes for each transcription factor), path length
(the number of intermediate regulators between a
transcription factor and a terminating target gene),
and clustering coefficient (the level of transcription
factor inter-regulation). The small in-degrees indicate
that transcription factors regulate in simpler combi-
nations, and the large out-degrees imply that each
transcription factor has greater regulatory influence
by targeting more genes simultaneously. The short
paths signify faster propagation of the regulatory
signal, while long paths suggest slower action arising
from the formation of regulatory chains to control
intermediate phases. High clustering coefficients
indicate greater inter-regulation between transcription
factors. The analysis of the two subnetworks in the
endogenous processes (cell cycle and sporulation)
and the three subnetworks of the exogenous states
(diauxic shift, DNA damage, and stress response)
has suggested that these subnetworks have evolved
to produce rapid, large-scale responses in exoge-
nous states and carefully coordinated processes in
endogenous conditions.
A metabolomic correlation network in Arabidopsis

has been constructed based on the significant corre-
lations among the metabolite levels in the root tissues
and the aerial parts obtained by the gas chromatogra-
phy–time-of-flight mass spectrometry and published
information, respectively [48]. Six network descriptors
degree (the number of metabolites significantly corre-
lated to a metabolite), clustering coefficient (the level of
the clustering of significantly correlated metabolites),
network density (existing metabolite correlations divid-
ed by the number of possible correlations), average
path length, number of connected components
(number of metabolites correlated with another
metabolite), and the number of edges (number of
metabolite correlations) have been used to assess the
threshold-dependent changes in the network topolo-
gy, which revealed that the network contains tissue-
and/or genotype-dependent metabolomics clusters,
and some of these clusters are related to the
respective biochemical pathways [48].
A human disease gene network of 1284 distinct

disorders and 1777 disease-related genes has been
generated from the OMIM-based disorder–disease
gene associations such that a link is established
between a disorder and a disease gene if a mutation
in that gene leads to the disorder [51]. The dis-
tribution behavior of the drug targets in this network
has also been studied [9] by using the network
descriptor degree (the number of genes connected
to a disorder or the number of disorders connected
to a gene), which showed that for both the disorder
nodes connected to a drug target and the disease
gene nodes encoding a drug target, their average
degrees are higher than random cases. Moreover,
the distribution of the drug targets in this network
exhibits a clustered pattern with the targets primarily
enriched in some regions of the network. Specifi-
cally, starting from a node in the network, the ratio
of drug targets with respect to the distance from
the node was measured, which showed a strong
enrichment in the first and the second neighbors and
thus a bias toward the clustering of drug targets in
the network.



Fig. 1. Graphic illustration of the network descriptors
(degree, selfloop, triangle, clustering coefficient, closeness
centrality, betweenness centrality, and eccentricity) in a
hypothetic network.
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Perspectives

Recent investigations have demonstrated the
usefulness of network descriptors in facilitating the
studies of the genome [44], interactome [13,45],
transcriptome [46,47], metabolome [48], and disea-
some [9] from the perspectives of biological net-
works. The progress toward more extensive and
more reliable network-based studies of the biological,
disease, and therapeutically relevant processes may
be constrained by such factors as the incomplete
knowledge of the biological networks and regulatory
components, limited capability of the currently avail-
able network analysis and modeling tools, and the
limited computer powers for more in-depth analysis
and modeling of the properties and the dynamics of
the biological networks. By providing the network
descriptor computational facility, PROFEAT comple-
ments other resources to collectively provide the
information [42], modeling tools [52] and parameters
[53] of biological networks. These and the more
enhanced ability in generating and analyzing various
biological networks from the genome [44], drug–target
interaction [45], transcriptome [46,47], metabolome
[48], and diseasome [9] profiles will enable more
comprehensive and in-depth investigations of the
functional roles and the dynamics of the biological
networks in regulating biological and cellular systems
[1], disease processes [4] and therapeutic actions [8].
Materials and Methods

Network descriptor computational methods

The PROFEAT computed network descriptors are broad-
ly grouped into two groups (local/global). The first group
(Supplementary Table S1 and Section F.1) consists of the
node-level descriptors that are based on the connectivity/
adjacency matrix (degree, selfloop, triangle, and clustering
coefficient) and on the shortest-path-length matrix (close-
ness centrality, betweenness centrality, and eccentricity).
These descriptors are illustrated in Fig. 1. Degree degi is
the number of edges directly linked to the studied node [1].
The Number of Selfloops is the number of edges linking to
itself. The Number of Triangles “tri i ¼ 1

2∑
N
j¼1 ∑

N
k¼1 AijAikAjk ”

implies the level of segregation, and it is the basis for the
global transitivity [43]. Clustering Coefficient is locally
defined as “cluster i ¼ 2ei

degi ðdegi−1Þ ” and globally defined as

“clusterG ¼ 1
N ∑N

i¼1 cluster i ” , where N is number of nodes,
and ei is the number of links among all neighbors of node
i (ei = 0 if degi b 2) [54]. The global clustering coefficient
characterizes the overall tendency of the nodes to form
groups or clusters in the network [1]. Closeness Centrality
is defined as the reciprocal of the average shortest path
length, a measure of information spreading speed from
a given node to the other reachable nodes in the network

[55]: “closenessi ¼
�

1
N ∑N

j¼1 Dij

�−1
” , where Dij represents

the shortest path length between i and j [56]. Betweenness
Centrality“betweennessi ¼ ∑s≠i≠tσst ðiÞ
σst

” indicates the number
of times a node is serving as a bridge along the shortest path
between any other two nodes, where s and t are different
from i; σst (i) is the number of the shortest paths from s to t
passing through i; and σst is the number of all the shortest
paths from s to t [57]. Eccentricity “eccentricityi= max{Dij}” is
the largest shortest path length between node i and all the
others, identifying the peripheral nodes in the network.
The second group (Supplementary Table S2 and Section

F.2) is for the network-level features, including the descrip-
tors based on adjacency matrix (degree centralization and
heterogeneity), the eigenvalue-based complexity indices
(graph energy), and the entropy-based complexity indices
(information content of degree equality). Connectivity/
Degree Centralization is useful for differentiating the highly
connected (e.g., star-shaped) networks from the decentra-
lized networks [58]. Heterogeneitymeasures the variation of
the degreedistribution, implying the tendency of a network to
have hubs. Biological networks have high heterogeneity
as they usually have some central nodes that are highly
connected, with the rest having few connections. These two
descriptors are computed by calculating first the network
density as “densityG=2 ∙E/N(N−1)” where E is the number
of edges; then, the connectivity/degree centralization
is defined by “centralizationG ¼ N

N−2

� maxðdegGÞ
N−1 −densityG

�
”

and the heterogeneity is defined by “heterogeneityG ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N ∙∑N

i¼1

�
degi

2
�.�

∑N
i¼1degi

�2
−1

r
” [59]. TheGraphEnergy

of a network is the summation of all non-zero eigenvalues
{λ1, λ2 … λk} based on the adjacency matrix “EnergyG ¼
∑k

i¼1 jλi j” [60]. Information Content of Degree Equality
measures the Shannon's entropy of vertex degree distri-

bution“IvertexDegree ¼ −∑kd

i¼1
Nd

i
N ∙log2

�
Nd

i
N

�
”, whereNd

i is the

number of nodes having the same degree, and kd is the
maximum of degree [61].
To facilitate the studies of biological networks of varying

molecular levels and/or binding constants, PROFEAT
also provides the edge/node-weighted descriptors. For
instances, the edge-weighted clustering coefficient
has been applied to the prediction of the gene modules
in gene co-expression network [30,31] and is given by

“clusterEW i ¼ ∑N
j¼1 ∑

N
k¼1

cWij
cWik

cWjk�
∑N
k¼1

cWij

�2

−∑N
k¼1

cWij

2
” . Node-weighted cross
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degree and node-weighted local clustering coefficient
[62] have been used to analyze the networks with
heterogeneous node weights, in the study of Earth's
spatial network and international trade network. These
descriptors are computed by the following procedure:
first, the extended adjacency matrix “ExtAij = Aij + δij” is
computed, where Aij is the adjacency matrix, and δij
is Kronecker's delta constant. The Node-Weighted Cross
Degree is defined by “crossdegNW

i ¼ ∑N
j¼1 ExtAij ∙NWi ” ,

where the NWi is the node weight of node i; and the
Node-Weighted Local Clustering Coefficient is defined
by “clusterNWi ¼ 1

crossdegNW
i
2 ∑N

j¼1 ∑
N
k¼1 ExtAij ∙NWj ∙ExtAik ∙

NWk ∙ExtAjk ”, which is assumed to zero if the node-weighted
cross degree is zero. Directed Local Clustering Coefficient
was introduced to measure the brain connectivity, as the
neuroconnection is considered as directed [43]. It gives

“clusterDi ¼
1
2∑ j ;h∈N ðAijþAji ÞðAihþAhi ÞðAjhþAhj Þ

ðdegi
þþdegi

−Þðdegi
þþdegi

−−1Þ−2∑ j∈NAij ∙Aji
”, where degi

+

and degi
− are the in/out-degree of node i.

Comparative evaluation of the PROFEAT computed
network descriptors

Performance evaluation of CPU (Central Processing Unit)
timewascarried onPROFEATslimset of network descriptors
by running 10 different-scaled human-tissue-specific PPI
networks of 5 different network types, where the details are
given in Supplementary Section E, Table S12, and Fig. S2.
PROFEAT computed network descriptor values and the
job execution times were evaluated against those from the
three popular tools NetworkX, Cytoscape, and Gephi. The
evaluated descriptors are those covered by these tools, in-
cluding degree, number of triangles, closeness/betweenness
centrality, local/global clustering coefficient, connectivity
centralization, and heterogeneity. These descriptors were
computed for three undirected unweighted networks, which
are human-tissue-specific PPI networks for hippocampus,
muscle, and ovary (with 107, 315, and 1165 nodes and 146,
632, and 2230 edges, respectively). As the CPU times on
the public tools cannot be directly obtained, we used the
job execution times (from the time of file input to the time
of file output, roughly CPU time plus 5 s on PROFEAT) for
measuring the time cost in computing and obtaining these
descriptors. The comparative results are summarized in
Supplementary Table S13–S14. The PROFEAT computed
values of all the evaluated descriptors for the three networks
are in good agreement with those computed from the popular
tools. The slim set of PROFEAT network descriptors was
selected, and the jobexecution timesofPROFEAT for the first
two networks were faster than those of the public tools (5 s
versus 10–15 s, and 8 s versus 15–20 s), and PROFEAT
took comparable time cost to the other tools in the third
network (45 s versus 30 s). The longer job execution times of
PROFEAT arose from its computation of the larger number
of network descriptors in contrast to the computation of the
smaller set of user-selected descriptors by the other tools.
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